LEGACY ONSITE SUPPLY KITCHEN LAYOUT TOOL
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The following guide highlights the planning of your kitchen that should be both functional and attractive, the follow are very
important:
1. Dimensions of the room, Width x Length, as well as ceiling height,
height also indicate any half-wall, or closets that may
make contact with our cabinet run. Please use grid on next page for these dimensions as well as the following.
following.
2. Indicate all breaks, (include its width, and note what it is: a window, door, or pass-through), measuring a distance
from their closest corner; don’t forget to add 3” on each side for moldings, if the opening has molding around it.
Remember, show measurements from corners.
corners
3. Indicate permanent appliances (including their widths, this is very important, for example: refrigerators, can be 30”
33” or 36”), your range as well (a standard range is generally 30” wide), also include any vents, etc,.
4. Indicate, sinks, and additional plumbing, such as waterlines, dishwashers (include their width, standard dishwashers
are 24”)
5. Please indicate any islands, or breakfast bars/ peninsula’s
6. Please indicate the length of the cabinet run from the corner, to the end of the run, also indicate any countertop over
hang that you desire, such as a stool area on a center island, please do not exceed 12” overhang.
7. Please indicate if the space between the top of your cabinet and the ceiling is open or enclosed (how much room
there is between), if open indicate if you would like crown molding or a plate rail.
Please answer the following questions or indicate what is needed:
Do you want crown molding, plate rail, or leave the space open?___________________________________________________________________
Do you want a Toe kick, or some type of base molding to cover openings, between cabinets and flooring? ___________________________
What type of countertop are you using, granite, Formica, or solid surface? _________________________________________________________
What type of backsplash (part of counter, or tile)? ________________________________________________________________________________
Will you be installing a microwave or a hood vent? ________________________________________________________________________________
Do you want 30”, 36”, or 42” height of wall cabinets? ______________________________________________________________________________
Do you need a dishwasher panel, refrigerator panel, island, or breakfast bar back panel? __________________________________________
Do you want a Lazy Susan in the corner, or a Blind Base (less expensive option) ____________________________________________________
Do you need a quote for installation? _____________________________________________________________________________________________

Please call toll free (877) 889-2112 if you have any questions, once completed email form to cabinets@179installed.com
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State:

1 block
block = 6”
Please call toll free (877) 889-2112 if you have any questions, once completed email form to cabinets@179installed.com

